Abstract. The firing error rule of the weapon equipment test was studied, and before and after test's distribution density was confirmed on two conditions with prior information and without prior information. Based on this, the Bayes estimation and hypothesis inspection for the firing accuracy was given, and a method to calculate the probability to fall into a certain area was proposed. These methods can be used for the firing accuracy assessment of ship-to-air missile weapon equipments, and also is valuable for the firing accuracy assessment on the condition of small sample.
Introduction
In the air firing tests of aviation missile , naval gun weapon and so on, we have to assess the firing accuracy of the weapon equipment test which have the assessment and testing problem involving the root mean square error or falling into the probability. If we have a mount of testing counts, it will be a simple problem to assess in a classical statistics method. However, in fact, because of the economies problem, we always have few amount of test counts, the problem becomes a simple or very simple condition. So we use the Bayes statistical method which is a new method of considering all the test information in every test to calculate and infer a total distribution argument.
Distribution density of firing accuracy before and after the test
Firing errors law. In the target coordinate system, supposing the system errors is zero and have the same distribution in three directions, same distribution in three directions, that is x,y,z all obey the normal distribution 2 N(0, )  and are independent of each other. Practice proves that it is a rational hypothesis, if the system errors is not zero, we can eliminate it by math transformation or in the engineering. That is
And r distribution density is 
The viewpoint of Bayes. To assess the test firing accuracy, analyzing the statistics parameter σis the key. How to assessσ,the classical method is though collecting the test data then using Matrix method or Maximum likelihood method to assess or test σ regarding as a constant quantity. However, the inherence of Bayes is regarding σas a stochastic, before the test, if we have some cognition in it, we call it prior test information and σhas the prior test distribution. Besides, the statistics decision for International Conference on Electromechanical Control Technology and Transportation (ICECTT 2015) σ have relationship with the observations of simple, so through the test in different stages, we have a improvement cognition to σ.
Distribution density before and after the test in without prior test information. Testing for the first time has no prior test information to use, how to confirm the prior test distribution density, based on the same principle of ignorance ,as σ is a scale parameter, we order
Through the test for the samples 
Take notice of expression of the opposite Gamma function
So the distribution density of without prior test information is
Distribution density before and after the test in prior test information. We have discussed the situation of without prior test before, while in fact having the prior test information is in the majority. As a lot of data acquired through emulation can also by the information in the last test. So the distribution in prior test can be confirmed by using the maximum entropy method or self-help methods. We can also use the after test distribution in the last time as the before test distribution in the next time. So we suppose before test distribution is 0 0 ( ) ( ; , )
Through the test we see Bayesian assession of fire precision. Classical method to fire precision to estimate is applied for a long time. To the instance that the arm equipment test swatch is less, how to consider prior test information, underside there are Bayesian assession of ship-to-air missile fire precision and hypothetical inspection method. Bayesian evaluation of fire precision. Under square damnify,
Difference of Classical and Bayesian assession is great. Underside adopting Classical maximum likelihood method to estimate collectivity parameter, difference of two methods is clear.
If test swatch n is enough great, , bayesian and classical assession have following connection.
viz. ， By this token, Classical statistical maximum likelihood method estimation becomes especial instance of bayesian assession.At the same time, account for that when test swatch n is enough great, information in swatch is sufficient,not considering prior test information.
Calculation of fire droping into probability. Calculating fire droping into probability needs considering semidiameter of droping into sphere. Following present droping into probability calculation method of semidiameter σ of sphere. 
Thereinto, obtaining
(30) Critical area of corresponding bayesian assession, namely area of refusing 0 H hypothesis is (31) Conclusions Guideline of fire precision is among important tactics and technology guideline of the arm equipment, and is also the base of assessing guideline for kill rate. Through achieving test information on different phases and format, on the base of accomplishing correlative and absolute same distribution identifition , adopt the method of Bayesian test statistics, and accomplish evaluating and tentativly proving guideline of fire precision. This method that is primely applied to test and identifition of ship-to-air missile and ship-artillery ，and is also popularized to apply test and identifition of other arm equipment, can lessen test swatch, and improve test believe level.
